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ABSTRACT

The mechanism of North Pacific (NP) blocking formation is investigated by conducting a reanalysis-based

budget analysis of the quasigeostrophic geopotential tendency equation. It is confirmed that the amplification

of NP blocking anomalies primarily results from vorticity fluxes with a minor contribution of heat fluxes. In

winter, the cross-frequency vorticity fluxes, resulting from interactions between high-frequency eddies and

the slowly varying background flow, dominate the blocking formation. The cross-frequency vorticity fluxes,

however, become substantially weaker and comparable to the low-frequency vorticity fluxes in summer. This

seasonality indicates that the mechanism of NP blocking formation varies with seasons due to the different

background flow. It is further found that NP blocking formation is not sensitive to the region of formation (i.e.,

western vs eastern NP) nor to the type of wave breaking (i.e., cyclonic vs anticyclonic wave breaking).

1. Introduction

Blocking highs, as their name suggests, block the

typical westerly flow in themidlatitudes (Rex 1950). The

persistent blocking anomalies strongly affect surface

weather, often giving rise to extreme events. For in-

stance, in summer, blocking has been associated to

consecutive heavy rainfall events such as the 2010

Pakistan flood (Hong et al. 2011; Lau and Kim 2012;

Yamada et al. 2016) and serious heat wave events such

as the 2003 European, 2010 Russian, and 2016 East

Asian heat wave events (Black et al. 2004; Matsueda

2011; Dole et al. 2011; Schneidereit et al. 2012; Schaller

et al. 2018; Yeh et al. 2018). In winter, blocking has been

associated with cold surges in various regions (Trigo

et al. 2004; Takaya and Nakamura 2005a,b; Park et al.

2011; Jensen 2015; Ma and Zhu 2019). Blocking is also

known to substantially affect air quality by enhancing

the accumulation of atmospheric pollutants such as

surface ozone and particulate matters (Gangoiti et al.

2002; Czernecki et al. 2017). Given these impacts, the

characteristics of blocking highs and their future changes

have recently been extensively examined (e.g., Woollings

et al. 2018). The dynamics of blocking formation and

maintenance, however, are not fully understood yet. The

lack of consensus on a comprehensive blocking theory

(Woollings et al. 2018) warrants a more in-depth analysis

of blocking dynamics.

Because blocking highs typically occur in the vicinity

of the jet exit and storm-track regions, their formation

and maintenance have been often linked to synoptic

disturbances (Berggren et al. 1949). The role of high-

frequency transient eddies, essentially those composed

of migratory cyclones and anticyclones, has been

particularly highlighted in many studies (Shutts 1983;

Holopainen and Fortelius 1987; Mullen 1987). Among

others, explosive cyclones are shown to play an impor-

tant role in blocking formation (Colucci 1985, 1987;Corresponding author: Seok-Woo Son, seokwooson@snu.ac.kr
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Tsou and Smith 1990; Nakamura and Huang 2018).

Several studies have also reported that the interaction

between synoptic-scale and planetary-scale waves is a

key factor in blocking formation (Colucci 1985, 1987;

Tsou and Smith 1990; Tracton 1990; Lupo and Smith

1995; Luo 2000). Nakamura et al. (1997) pointed out that

blocking formation in the North Pacific (NP) may differ

from that in the Euro-Atlantic sector. They indicated

that while the NP blockings rely on synoptic-scale

transient eddy forcing, the Euro-Atlantic blockings are

driven by the propagation of quasi-stationary waves.

Most of the aforementioned studies have focused on

wintertime blocking, but summertime blocking highs

have been also investigated. Nakamura and Fukamachi

(2004) reported that blocking formation over the Okhotsk

region in the warm season has complex dynamics. While

the transient eddy forcing is responsible for the Okhotsk

blocking formation in May, the quasi-stationary Rossby

wave trains lead to the onset of Okhotsk blockings in July.

Drouard and Woollings (2018) also demonstrated that

both high- and low-frequency eddies contribute to the

formation of summer blocking highs in southern central

Europe but low-frequency eddies are the primary forcing

of the blocking onset and maintenance in western Russia.

With the goal of improving our understanding of

blocking dynamics, this study reexamines the formation

of NP blocking with an emphasis on their seasonality. In

particular, the role of transient eddies is assessed by

solving the quasigeostrophic (QG) geopotential tendency

equation by partitioning vorticity fluxes into their high-

and low-frequency components. Unlike the previous

studies that have analyzed the blocking formation using

the barotropic vorticity equation (Nakamura et al. 1997;

Cash and Lee 2000; Nakamura and Fukamachi 2004), the

baroclinic equation is considered.

Several of the aforementioned studies have described

blocking dynamics in the time-mean sense (Shutts 1983;

Holopainen and Fortelius 1987; Mullen 1987) and fo-

cused on the mechanism(s) responsible for blocking

maintenance rather than blocking formation. Cash and

Lee (2000), however, pointed out that the analysis of

the time-averaged vorticity budget overemphasizes the

contribution of high-frequency eddies, suggesting that it

is more appropriate to investigate the temporal evolu-

tion of blocking to isolate the mechanisms of blocking

onset, maintenance, and decay. Following their sugges-

tion and focusing on blocking formation, all analyses in

this study are carried out using 6-hourly data from 48h

before to the onset (or peak) of blocking highs. The

winter [December–February (DJF)] and summer seasons

[June–August (JJA)] are considered separately. The

dependence of blocking formation mechanism on their

occurrence region, whether occurring in the eastern or

western North Pacific, and on the type of Rossby wave

breaking are also assessed.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes

the data, blocking detection algorithm, and quasigeo-

strophic geopotential tendency equation. In sections 3a

and 3b, the 40-yr climatology of NP blocking highs and

the composite geopotential tendency budget are docu-

mented. The role of transient eddies is then assessed and

contrasted between the winter and summer seasons in

section 3c, and dependence of formation dynamics on

blocking location and type of Rossby wave breaking is

discussed in section 3d. Finally, our findings are sum-

marized and discussed in section 4.

2. Data and methods

a. Data

In this study, 6-hourly data from the European Centre

for Medium-RangeWeather Forecasts interim reanalysis

(ERA-Interim; Dee et al. 2011) are used to detect and

analyze NP blocking highs for the period of January 1979

to December 2018. The 500-hPa geopotential height

(Z500) field is utilized for the blocking detection.

Horizontal wind (u, y), relative vorticity (z), and tem-

perature (T) are used on 13 pressure levels from 1000 to

50hPa to evaluate the geopotential height tendency. To

identify Rossby wave breaking (RWB) events, the poten-

tial temperature at 2 PVU (1 PVU5 1026Kkg21m2 s21)

is also examined. To reduce computation time, all data

used in this study are interpolated to a 2.58 longitude 3

2.58 latitude grid. Although not shown, overall results

are not sensitive to the horizontal resolution.

b. Blocking index

To identify NP blocking highs, the detection method

described inDunn-Sigouin et al. (2013) is employed. It is a

hybrid blocking index that combines the two classical

approaches to detect blocking highs, that is, a classification

based on anomalies (e.g., Dole and Gordon 1983) and a

classification based on zonal wind reversal (Tibaldi and

Molteni 1990). The hybrid index was originally designed

to be used with daily mean Z500. Since this study focuses

on the temporal evolution of NP blockings, the detection

algorithm is slightly modified for the use of 6-hourly data.

The geopotential height anomaly (Z0) is first defined as

Z0
5Z2Z2 Ẑ , (1)

where Z is Z500 normalized by the sine of latitude, Z is

the running annual mean (i.e., averaging over 1460 time

steps) of Z centered on a given time step, and Ẑ is a

mean seasonal cycle of the running monthly mean (i.e.,

averaging over 120 time steps) of Z2Z centered on a
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given time. This is similar to the method of Sausen et al.

(1995) except for the normalization (Dole and Gordon

1983) and no subtraction of time-mean Z0 for the whole

analysis period. Any Z0 value larger than 1.3 standard

deviations of the 3-month running-mean standard de-

viation over 308–908N (approximately 90th percentile of

Z0) is identified as a potential blocking anomaly. The

region over which anomaly grid points are contiguously

observed is defined as a potential blocking anomaly

area. Then, it is verified that the anomaly area exceeds at

least 2.5 3 106km2 to keep only synoptic-scale anoma-

lies. The persistence of the anomaly is also verified by

evaluating the overlap of the anomaly area between two

consecutive time steps. Specifically, a potential blocking

anomaly is judged to be quasi-stationary here if 70% of

the anomaly area is shared between the two consecutive

time steps. After detecting persistent Z0, the algorithm

seeks a reversal of the meridional gradient of Z500

within a longitude band extending from 58west to 58 east

of the maximum Z0 at each time step. The anomaly that

meets all of these conditions for at least 5 consecutive

days (20 time steps in this study) are finally defined as

blocking high [see Dunn-Sigouin et al. (2013) for more

details]. Note that if a blocking anomaly exists at time t

and t1 2, but not at t1 1, the blocking anomaly at t1 2

is considered as a separate event. The onset and decay of

blocking anomaly are defined as the first and last time

steps when the above requirements are met. Although

not shown, the overall results do not change when

only geopotential anomalies are considered to detect

blocking.

The NP blocking is defined as a blocking that un-

dergoes a full life cycle over the North Pacific region

(308–82.58N, 1208–2508E). The center of a blocking

event is defined as the grid point that has the largest Z0

within the blocking area at the onset. Only blocking

anomalies whose centers are located in the midlatitudes

(408–708N) are considered. With this geographical con-

straint, a total of 84 and 66NPblocking highs are detected

in winter and summer, respectively.

c. Quasigeostrophic geopotential tendency budget

The QG geopotential tendency, hereafter simply QG

tendency, is computed to evaluate the contribution of

various dynamical processes to the temporal evolution

of blocking highs. Under adiabatic and frictionless as-

sumptions, the equation is written as
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where z and f, respectively, are relative and planetary

vorticity, u is potential temperature, fo is Coriolis param-

eter at 458N, V is the horizontal wind vector, R is the gas

constant of dry air (287Jkg21K21), po is the reference

pressure of 1000hPa,Cp is the specific heat capacity of dry

air at constant pressure (1004Jkg21K21), = is the hori-

zontal del operator (›/›x, ›/›y), and f is the geopotential.

The ud is defined as the deviation of potential temperature

from the hemisphericmean (uo), and so is the hemispheric-

mean static stability parameter (so [ 2›uo/›p). Here the

total wind is used instead of geostrophic wind. The two

forcing terms, that is, the ones on the right-hand side of

Eq. (2), are examined. They are the vorticity flux (Fvort)

and the heat flux forcings (Fheat). The total forcing (Ftotal)

is defined as the sum of Fvort and Fheat.

The height tendency, which is assessed and shown

only at 500 hPa, is obtained by inverting Eq. (2) using

6-hourly data on 13 pressure levels. The successive

overrelaxation method is used in wavenumber–frequency

space. For surface boundary condition, adiabatic thermo-

dynamic equation shown in Eq. (3) (Lau and Holopainen

1984) is applied at lower (1000hPa) and upper (50hPa)

boundaries:

2
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d
. (3)

Although not shown, a sensitivity test is conducted by

using a homogeneous Neumann boundary condition

[e.g., ›/›p(›f/›t) 5 0]. It turns out that the results at

500 hPa are not sensitive to the choice of boundary

conditions (see also Tsou and Smith 1990).

d. Decomposition of high- and low-frequency eddies

The vorticity flux forcing (Fvort) is further decomposed

into the contributions of high-frequency and low-

frequency transient eddies. The high-frequency compo-

nent is obtained by applying an 8-day high-pass Lanczos

filter to the wind and vorticity fields. The low-frequency

component is then obtained by taking the difference be-

tween total and high-frequency components. Expanding

the wind and vorticity fields of Fvort into their high- and

low-frequency components, Fvort can be decomposed as

F vort
5HH1HL1LL, (4a)

HH52= � (V
H
z
H
1V

H
f ) , (4b)

HL52= � (V
L
z
H
1V

H
z
L
) , (4c)

LL52= � (V
L
z
L
1V

L
f ) . (4d)

Here, the subscripts H and L denote the high- and low-

frequency components.
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It is worth noting that the definition of transient vor-

ticity flux differs from one study to another. Nakamura

et al. (1997) have defined the transient vorticity flux as

the convergence of relative vorticity flux terms associ-

ated with high-frequency transient eddies [see their Eq.

(B1)]. In the present study, we consider absolute vor-

ticity flux and divide the high-frequency term into HH

and HL terms. Here, HH includes solely high-frequency

transient eddies. This is similar to the definition used in

many other studies (e.g., Illari 1984; Holopainen and

Fortelius 1987; Mullen 1987; Drouard and Woollings

2018), except that the absolute vorticity instead of the

relative vorticity is used. The cross-frequency term, HL,

represents the cross-scale interaction between the

high- and low-frequency components. Finally, the

low-frequency term, LL, results solely from the low-

frequency (or slowly varying) components including

the climatology.

e. Composite method

All blocking highs are composited with respect to

each blocking center. Although the longitudinal shift in

blocking highs may cause a loss of geographical identity

in the composite analysis (Nakamura and Fukamachi

2004), we combine all blocking highs from western to

eastern NP to better understand the general character-

istics of NP blocking formation.

As emphasized in the previous studies, the blocking

ridge occasionally develops rapidly (Reinhold and

Pierrehumbert 1982; Dole 1986b, 1989; Alberta et al.

1991; Nakamura and Wallace 1993; Altenhoff et al.

2008). Here, we analyze the period ranging from 48h

before the onset to the onset of blocking highs to focus

on their rapid development. Statistical significance is

assessed using a bootstrap resampling method (Efron

and Tibshirani 1993), where the confidence intervals are

calculated by replicating the composite mean 10000 times

with randomly selected data.

3. Results

a. Blocking climatology

The climatological NP blocking frequency in winter

and summer is depicted in Figs. 1a and 1b. Here, the

blocking frequency is defined as the percentage of days

in a season when a grid point is considered to be a

FIG. 1. (top) North Pacific blocking frequency (shading) and 500-hPa geopotential height climatology (contours).

(bottom) Climatology of 300-hPa zonal wind (contours) and variance of high-pass-filtered meridional wind

(shading) at 300 hPa during (a),(c) winter and (b),(d) summer. Shading intervals are 0.5% of days in a season in the

top panels and 30m2 s22 in the bottom panels. Contour intervals are 100m in the top panels and 10m s21 in the

bottom panels. Zero lines are omitted.
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blocking anomaly. In winter, blocking highs occur pri-

marily over the eastern NP, centered slightly upstream

of the climatological ridge (Fig. 1a). Their frequency

distribution is elongated from the northwest to the

southeast around the northern flank of the jet exit (cf.

Figs. 1a,c). The NP blocking highs in summer are less

frequent and occur over a narrower region compared to

the winter blocking highs. Their preferred region is the

central NP where the jet is located (cf. Figs. 1b,d). We

note that the summertime jet core’s velocity is weaker

than that of the wintertime jet and becomes more

comparable to that of the wintertime jet exit region.

Thus, winter and summer blocking occur over regions

with similar basic-state velocities.

This confirms a large seasonality in blocking fre-

quency over the NP (Barriopedro et al. 2006; Dunn-

Sigouin et al. 2013), which is also evident in the climate

models (Dunn-Sigouin and Son 2013). The different

geographical relationship between the jet and blocking

highs in winter and summer further suggests that the

blocking formation mechanism(s) may differ between

the two seasons. In fact, storm activity, which is de-

fined as the variance of 8-day high-pass-filtered me-

ridional wind, and its relationship with the jet varies

significantly with seasons. While a maximum storm

activity is found downstream of the jet in winter, that

in summer is present on the northern flank of the jet

(Figs. 1c,d). Note that the wintertime blocking highs

occur slightly to the north of the storm track in the

eastern NP (cf. Figs. 1a,c). This feature has been

proposed as evidence of the relationship between

baroclinic eddy activity and blocking formation in

winter (Berggren et al. 1949; Nakamura and Wallace

1993). The summertime blocking highs also tend to

occur in the vicinity of the storm track (cf. Figs. 1b,d).

However, the storm activity is substantially weaker in

summer. It is thus presumed that the linkage between

blocking highs and high-frequency transient eddies is

rather weak in summer and that another process may

regulate blocking formation.

b. Temporal evolution of blocking highs

The composited temporal evolution of winter NP

blocking highs is shown in Fig. 2. Here, all variables

are shown in a coordinate relative to the blocking

center. A blocking high starts to develop slightly west

of the climatological ridge 48 h before the onset. As

the blocking high evolves, the ridge further amplifies

while a relatively weak trough (blue contours) de-

velops upstream of the blocking ridge (Figs. 2a,c). In

agreement with the geopotential height anomaly pat-

tern, positive geopotential height tendency is observed

slightly upstream of the blocking high at 248 h, near

its center at 224 h, and downstream and north of its

center at the onset (Figs. 2d–f), in agreement with

Dole (1986a).

The QG tendency calculated with Eq. (2) is illustrated

in Figs. 2g–i. The QG tendency reasonably well repro-

duces the overall spatial pattern and amplitude of the

observed geopotential height tendency (cf. the middle

and bottom rows) although the negative tendency

upstream of the blocking high is overestimated. This

overestimation is likely caused by diabatic processes

around the trough and/or other non-QG processes.

Nevertheless, QG assumptions appear adequate to

explain the key features associated with blocking

formation.

The same analysis is repeated for summertime NP

blocking (Fig. 3). The overall evolution is comparable

to wintertime blocking. For instance, a ridge develops

around the blocking center as positive geopotential

height anomalies intensify. Since summertime blocking

highs tend to occur in between the two climatological

ridges (Fig. 1b), the blocking ridge shown in Figs. 3a–c is

solely due to the anomalous circulation. Another im-

portant difference of summertime blocking highs from

their wintertime counterparts is a weaker amplitude and

smaller horizontal scale of positive anomalies (note that

the color scale in Fig. 3 is half of that in Fig. 2). A smaller

area of summer blocking highs may partly account

for a narrower spatial distribution of blocking fre-

quency in Fig. 1b. Again, these observed blocking

characteristics (Figs. 3d–f) are well explained by QG

dynamics (Figs. 3g–i).

The temporal evolution of geopotential height ten-

dency during the development of winter and summer

blocking highs is illustrated in Fig. 4. Each colored line

shows the reanalysis tendency, QG tendency, and two

contributing factors (i.e., Fvort and Fheat) of QG ten-

dency averaged across the maximum positive tendency

and neighboring grid points in reanalysis (dotted re-

gions in Figs. 2d–f and 3d–f). It is evident that the QG

tendency captures remarkably well the wintertime

tendency from the reanalysis (cf. green and black lines

in Fig. 4a). The QG tendency is dominated by vorticity

fluxes (Fvort; red line in Fig. 4a) with a minor contri-

bution of heat fluxes (Fheat; blue line in Fig. 4a). In

summer, the QG tendency is relatively weak and

steady in time, but still in a good agreement with the

reanalysis. Again, vorticity fluxes dominate the blocking

formation (Fig. 4b). This implies that the formation of NP

blocking can be largely explained by barotropic dynamics

(Tracton 1990; Tsou and Smith 1990; Lupo and Smith

1995), regardless of seasons. Although not shown, similar

results are also obtained when evaluating QG tendency

at 300 hPa.
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c. Role of high- and low-frequency transient eddies

Figure 5 illustrates the spatiotemporal evolution of

the wintertime QG tendency forced by total vorticity

fluxes and three components of vorticity fluxes in Eq. (4)

(i.e., high-frequency, low-frequency, and cross-frequency

vorticity fluxes). The forcing by total vorticity fluxes

is quantitatively similar to the total QG tendency

(Figs. 5a–c). The tendency associated with high-

frequency fluxes (HH), is weakly negative over the

region where the observed tendency is positive (dot-

ted areas; Figs. 5d–f). Although low-frequency fluxes

(LL) assist the blocking formation over the 24 h leading

to the onset, their contribution is still small (Figs. 5h,i).

Compared to HH and LL, the cross-frequency fluxes

(HL) account for a large fraction of the total height

tendency (Figs. 5j–l). This result is consistent with the

previous studies that have highlighted the interaction

between high-frequency transients and planetary-scale

waves for the development of blocking highs (Colucci

1985, 2001; Tsou and Smith 1990; Tracton 1990).

To elucidate the processes responsible for the cross-

frequency term, HL is further decomposed into

HL5HL11HL2, (5a)

HL152= �V
L
z
H
, (5b)

HL252= �V
H
z
L
. (5c)

In winter, the formation of NP blocking is almost

exclusively explained by the HL1 term (Figs. 6a–c).

FIG. 2. Temporal evolution of (a)–(c) 500-hPa geopotential height (black contours; 100-m intervals) and its anomaly during NP blocking

highs in winter (color contours; 50-m intervals), (d)–(f) observed geopotential height tendency (black contours; 50mday21 intervals), and

(g)–(i) QG geopotential height tendency derived from the quasigeostrophic geopotential tendency equation (black contours; 50mday21

intervals). All values are shown in relative longitude–latitude coordinates with respect to blocking anomaly centers. Zero lines are omitted

and statistically significant geopotential height tendencies at the 95%confidence level are shaded.Note that the shading interval (25m day21)

in (d)–(i) is half of the contour interval. The stippled region represents the maximum height tendency of observation at each time step.
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The HL2 term slightly cancels the HL1 term (Figs. 6j–l).

This result reaffirms that the interaction between the

low-frequency background flow and high-frequency

synoptic disturbances is a primary factor in the forma-

tion of NP blocking. By decomposing VL into the cli-

matological wind and low-frequency anomaly (VL 5

VClim 1 VLFa), HL1 can be written as

HL15HL1c1HL1a, (6a)

HL1c52= �V
Clim

z
H
, (6b)

HL1a52= �V
LFa

z
H
. (6c)

It is found that a large fraction of HL1 is explained by

the HL1c term (Figs. 6d–f). This is consistent with the

fact that winter NP blocking typically occurs at the jet

exit region where high-frequency eddies are dominant

(see Figs. 1a,c).

The above result indicates that wintertime NP blocking

mainly forms by flux convergence of high-frequency

anticyclonic anomalies or flux divergence of high-

frequency cyclonic anomalies at the climatological

jet exit region. The contribution of HL1a term to

blocking onset is relatively weak, but still nonnegligible

(Figs. 6g–i). It implies that the low-frequency waves

(VLFa) also play an important role in the development of

blocking highs (see also Colucci 1987). Although not

shown, the HL2 term around the onset day is almost

exclusively caused by2= �VHzLFa term (see also Colucci

2001), but its magnitude is considerably weaker than that

of HL1c and HL1a terms.

Figure 7 shows the same analysis for summertime

NP blocking. As in winter, the QG tendency is largely

explained by vorticity fluxes (Figs. 7a–c). The QG

tendency induced by the high-frequency transients

(HH) is important only upstream of blocking highs

(Figs. 7d–f). At the blocking center, both low-frequency

(LL; Figs. 7g–i) and cross-frequency (HL; Figs. 7j–l)

terms are dominant, although the latter has a smaller

spatial scale. This is in stark contrast to wintertime NP

FIG. 3. As in Fig. 2, but for summer. Note the color scale is adjusted (halved) to show the weaker geopotential height tendency in summer.
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blocking, which is primarily driven by cross-frequency

fluxes with a minor contribution of low-frequency fluxes

(cf. Figs. 5 and 7).

The QG tendency generated by HL1, its two compo-

nents (i.e.,HL1c andHL1a), andHL2 terms are depicted in

Fig. 8. Each term exhibits a complex spatiotemporal evo-

lution. The positive HL tendency near the blocking center

(Figs. 7j–l) is initially dominated by HL1 term (Fig. 8a) but

later supported by both HL1 and HL2 terms (Figs. 8c,l). It

is further found that the HL1c term persistently explains a

positive tendency (Figs. 8d–f). The contribution ofHL1a to

blocking formation,which explains themajority of negative

tendencies in HL1, is rather minor (Figs. 8g–i). This result

indicates that the flux of high-frequency eddies by the

climatological circulation are contributing strongly to

the formation of summertime NP blocking. The ten-

dency generated by the HL2 term, which is mostly

dominated by2= �VHzLFa (not shown), contributes to a

positive tendency during the onset (Figs. 8j–l). But it is

largely canceled out by the negative tendency of HL1.

It is important to note that the LL term in summer is

comparable to that in winter (cf. Figs. 5g–i and 7g–i). A

decomposition of the LL term shows a cancelation

between2= �VLFaf term, which forcesZ0 to rise upstream,

and2= � VClimzLFa term, which forces height anomalies to

rise downstream (not shown). The latter, however, is larger

than the former, inducing positive anomalies downstream

of the blocking center. This result implies that the LL term,

which is comparable to theHL term in summer, is causedby

the downstream convergence of low-frequency anticyclonic

anomalies at the climatological jet exit region. The above

results indicate the important role of the climatological flow

in HL and LL terms, which cause NP blocking highs.

Figure 9 summarizes the temporal evolution of the QG

tendency term as in Fig. 4 but for individual components.

In winter (Fig. 9a), the vorticity fluxes (red) are primarily

induced by the cross-frequency fluxes (HL; brown) with a

relatively minor contribution from low-frequency fluxes

(LL; light green). The high-frequency fluxes (HH; light

blue) act as a negative forcing, largely canceling the low-

frequency fluxes. When integrated over 48h (Fig. 9g), HL,

LL, and HH terms explain 86%, 18%, and 220% of the

observed tendency. The QG tendency induced by HL1

(violet) dominates theQG tendency generated by vorticity

fluxes (Figs. 9b,g). A further decomposition of VL into

the climatological wind and low-frequency anomaly

shows that HL1c explains the majority of the HL1 ten-

dency (over 60%) although the forcing by low-frequency

waves (HL1a) is not negligible. This indicates that the flux

convergence of high-frequency anticyclonic eddies at the

climatological jet-axis region, where the background flow

is diffluent, is essential for blocking formation (Figs. 9c,g).

In summer (Fig. 9d), the cross-frequency vorticity

fluxes (HL) are still important. This term is initially

dominated by theHL1 term at 48 h before the onset as in

winter, but later supported by both HL1 and HL2 terms

from224h to the onset (Fig. 9e). The overall magnitude

of the HL1 term, however, is much smaller than that in

winter (cf. Figs. 9b,e). It is also noteworthy that, unlike

in winter, HL1 and HL2 terms have the same sign when

integrated over 48 h (Fig. 9h). Most importantly, the HL

term is comparable to the LL term in the course of

blocking development (Fig. 9d). This result highlights

the importance of the background flow in the summer

blocking formation.

d. Dependence on blocking location and type of

Rossby wave breaking

The possible dependence of blocking formation

on the geographical location, that is, eastern versus

FIG. 4. Time series of geopotential height tendency at the maximum positive tendency (green dots in Figs. 2

and 3), which is present in reanalysis for (a) winter and (b) summer. Green lines show the tendency obtained

from reanalysis. Black, red, and blue lines show the quasigeostrophic height tendency (QG tendency) caused by

the total forcing (vorticity 1 heat), vorticity flux, and the heat flux, respectively. Whiskers indicate the 95%

confidence intervals. Filled squares indicate the values that are significantly different from zero.
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western NP, is briefly examined. Here the eastern

NP blockings include blocking highs identified over

1808–2508E, while the western NP blockings include

blocking highs over 1208–1808E (Table 1). Figures 10a

and 10b illustrate the relative contributions of the

HL and LL terms to Fvort, which are obtained by

averaging the QG tendency from 248 h to the onset.

The eastern NP blockings (open marks) are again

mostly explained by the cross-frequency vorticity fluxes

in winter (HL; 84% of events). The same is also true

for most western NP blockings (filled marks, 85% of

events). This indicates that the formation mechanism is

FIG. 5. Temporal evolution of geopotential height tendency forced by (a)–(c) total, (d)–(f) high-frequency, (g)–(i) low-frequency, and

(j)–(l) cross-frequency vorticity fluxes before the onset of NP blocking in winter. Statistically significant values at the 95% confidence level

are shaded. All values are shown with longitude–latitude coordinates relative to blocking anomaly centers. The stippled regions represent

the maximum height tendency of observation at each time step (see Fig. 2).
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not strongly sensitive to the geographical location of

blocking formation. In summer, the NP blocking highs

are either forced by the HL and/or LL term (Fig. 10b).

This indicates a larger diversity in blocking formation

in summer. This result is also not sensitive to the

blocking location.

Next, we explore the type of wave breaking (RWB)

associated with blocking highs. The RWB type is com-

puted as inMasato et al. (2013) withminormodifications

(see appendix for the details). In winter, it is found that

NP blocking highs are more frequently associated with

cyclonic RWBs (circle marks) rather than anticyclonic

FIG. 6. Temporal evolution of quasigeostrophic geopotential height tendency forced by (a)–(c) HL1, (d)–(f) HL1c, (g)–(i) HL1a, and

(j)–(l) HL2. Note that the sumofHL1c andHL1a are equivalent toHL1 but with the low-frequency term replaced by the sumof climatology

(2= � VClimzH) and low-frequency anomaly (2= � VLFazH) during winter. Statistically significant values at the 95% confidence level are

shaded. Zero lines are omitted. The stippled areas represent the maximum height tendency of reanalysis at each time step (see Fig. 2).
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RWBs (triangle marks; see also Table 1) as in Masato

et al. (2012), and the difference between cyclonic and

anticyclonic RWBs is larger for western Pacific blocking

events. This result is consistent with the geographical

location of blocking formation relative to the climato-

logical jet. Note that theNP blocking highs typically form

on the poleward side of the jet where the climatological

shear is cyclonic (Fig. 1c). In contrast, summer blockings

are often associated with anticyclonic RWB. However, it

is noted that the presence or type of RWB does not ap-

pear to modulate the relative contribution of transient

vorticity fluxes in blocking formation, especially during

the initial development (Fig. 10).

It is noteworthy that blocking highs can also be de-

fined as low-frequency or quasi-stationary anticyclonic

anomalies (e.g., Nakamura et al. 1997). The develop-

ment of the low-frequency component of the blocking

events analyzed here can be evaluated by applying a

FIG. 7. As in Fig. 5, but for summer. The color scale is adjusted (halved) to show the weaker summertime tendencies.
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low-pass filter to Eq. (2). Figure 11 presents the low-

pass-filtered blocking anomalies (cf. to Figs. 2a–c) and

their tendency due to total vorticity fluxes, high-

frequency (low-pass-filtered HH), and low-frequency

(low-pass-filtered LL) fluxes in winter (cf. to Figs. 5a–i).

The contribution of low-pass-filtered cross-frequency

eddy interactions, which is negligible in comparison to

HH and LL terms, is neglected. In the absence of cross-

frequency vorticity fluxes, the low-pass-filtered height

tendency is dominated by low-frequency fluxes (Figs. 11j–

l) with a nonnegligible contribution by high-frequency

fluxes (Figs. 11g–i). Note that while the low-frequency

fluxes force a downstream displacement of the blocking,

the high-frequency fluxes act to retard this displacement.

Therefore, our analysis suggests that while the rapid de-

velopment of blocking results from the interaction

between the large-scale slowly evolving flow and high-

frequency anticyclonic anomalies, the development of

FIG. 8. As in Fig. 6, but for summer. The color scale is adjusted (halved) to show the weaker summertime tendency.
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the persistent component of blocking events results pri-

marily from low-frequency vorticity fluxes with an addi-

tional but minor contribution from high-frequency eddies.

4. Summary and discussion

This study investigates the formation mechanism of

the North Pacific (NP) blockings and their seasonality

by analyzing large number of blocking highs with an

emphasis on their rapid development. In particular, the

role of various dynamical processes on the development

of NP blockings is quantitatively assessed by solving the

quasigeostrophic (QG) geopotential tendency equation

at 500 hPa. Specifically, scale partitioning is conducted

to examine the role of transient eddies in the formation

of NP blockings, and its dependence on blocking loca-

tion and type of Rossby wave breaking.

It is shown that QG tendency captures well the ob-

served tendency at and downstream of the blocking

center. However, nonnegligible mismatch appears up-

stream of the blocking ridge. This bias may result from

diabatic processes that are not considered in the present

TABLE 1. Classification of North Pacific (NP) blocking highs according to the geographical location and Rossby wave breaking

(RWB) type.

Winter Summer

ALL Eastern NP Western NP ALL Eastern NP Western NP

ALL 84 64 20 66 46 20

Cyclonic RWB 47 31 16 25 19 6

Anticyclonic RWB 25 21 4 34 22 12

NONE 12 12 0 7 5 2

FIG. 9. (a)–(f) Time series of the observed tendencies, the QG geopotential height tendencies, and the relative contributions of various

forcing terms and (g),(h) their average from248 h to the onset. The tendencies are averaged over the dotted regions shown in Figs. 5–8 for

(a)–(c),(g) winter and (d)–(f),(j) summer blocking. Green denotes the reanalysis tendency. Black, red, and blue denote the QG tendency

induced by the total forcing (vorticity1 heat), vorticity flux, and heat flux forcing, respectively. Light blue, light green, and brown show the

QG tendencies driven by high-frequency (HH), low-frequency (LL), and cross-frequency vorticity fluxes (HL), respectively. Violet, pink,

emerald green, and yellow indicate theQG tendency of theHL1,HL2,HL1c, andHL1a terms, which contribute to theHL term. In (a)–(f)

whiskers indicate the 95% confidence interval, and filled squares indicate the values that are significantly different from zero.
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study. Previous studies suggested that latent heating

upstream of blocking ridge may play an important role

in blocking formation (Gall et al. 1979; Pfahl et al. 2015).

However, we presume that diabatic processes indirectly

affect the positive height tendency, which is maximized

to the north of the blocking center (Dole 1986a), by

enhancing the blocking anomalies via barotropic pro-

cesses (Tracton 1990).

It is confirmed that the QG tendency is mostly forced

by vorticity fluxes in both winter and summer. The

contribution of heat fluxes is negligible, indicating that

the NP blocking formation is primarily explained by

barotropic processes (Tracton 1990; Tsou and Smith

1990; Lupo and Smith 1995). The role of vorticity fluxes

is further explored by assessing the contributions of

high-, cross-, and low-frequency transient eddies. In

winter, vorticity fluxes mainly result from the cross-

frequency term, which represents the interaction be-

tween high-frequency eddies and the low-frequency

(mostly climatology) background flow. The conver-

gence of anticyclonic anomalies or divergence of cy-

clonic anomalies at the exit of the climatological jet is a

crucial factor in blocking formation. Other terms, that is,

high- and low-frequency vorticity fluxes, play a rather

minor role, canceling each other. The summer NP block-

ing, however, is influenced not only by cross-frequency

interactions but also by low-frequency vorticity fluxes. The

latter is comparable to the former. Again, the climatolog-

ical background flow plays a crucial role.

It is also found that although small in magnitude,

high-frequency vorticity fluxes contribute to increasing

geopotential tendency upstream of the blocking center

24h before the onset, in both winter and summer. This

forcing, which is located about one-quarter wavelength

upstream of the blocking ridge (Mullen 1987), acts to

retard the downstream propagation of blocking anoma-

lies, thus enhancing blocking persistence (Shutts 1983;

Holopainen and Fortelius 1987). At the blocking center,

high-frequency eddies tend toweaken blocking anomalies.

The budget analysis reveals that the formation

mechanism of winter and summer NP blocking is

somewhat different due to differences in the back-

ground flow and the climatologically weaker summer-

time high-frequency eddy activity. As stated above,

cross-frequency vorticity fluxes, representing the in-

teraction between high-frequency eddies and the low-

frequency background flow, dominate the winter NP

blocking formation. The preferred blocking region is,

in fact, found north of the jet exit region, where high-

frequency eddy activity peaks, reaffirming that the

proximity of a diffluent jet and high-frequency eddy

activity are necessary ingredients for wintertime block-

ing formation. However, there appears to be greater

diversity in the driving mechanism of summer NP

blockings. While some blockings are strongly forced

by cross-frequency vorticity flux convergence, others are

forced mostly by low-frequency anomalies. It is likely

the result of quasi-stationary Rossby wave trains propa-

gating along the jet and breaking on its flanks. Those re-

sults are not sensitive to blocking location (i.e., eastern or

western NP sectors) as well as the relationship to Rossby

wave breaking (RWB) (i.e., cyclonic or anticyclonic).

FIG. 10. Relative contributions of low-frequency (LL/Fvort) and cross-frequency (HL/Fvort) vorticity fluxes to NP

blocking formation averaged from 248 h to the onset in (a) winter and (b) summer. Circles and triangles indicate

blocking highs associated with cyclonic and anticyclonic RWB, respectively. The blocking highs that are not as-

sociated withRWBare denotedwith gray squares.Open and filled symbols indicate blocking highs that occur in the

eastern and western North Pacific.
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It is plausible that the low-frequency background flow

is influenced by subseasonal or interannual NP circulation

variability, partly associated with the dominant modes

of variability such as El Niño–Southern Oscillation, the

Madden–Julian oscillation, and thePacific–NorthAmerica

teleconnection. These modes of variability are known

to affect the blocking frequency (Renwick andWallace

1996; Croci-Maspoli et al. 2007; Henderson et al. 2016;

Martineau et al. 2017) and such influence could man-

ifest itself through cross-frequency vorticity fluxes.

FIG. 11. Temporal evolution of (a)–(c) low-pass-filtered 500-hPa geopotential height (black contours; 100-m intervals) and corre-

sponding anomalies (color contours; 50-m intervals) before the onset of NP blocking highs in winter. The tendency forced by (d)–(f) low-

pass-filtered total vorticity fluxes, (g)–(i) high-frequency vorticity fluxes (low-pass-filtered HH), and (j)–(l) low-frequency vorticity fluxes

(low-pass-filtered LL). All values are shown in relative longitude–latitude coordinates with respect to the low-pass-filtered blocking

anomaly centers. Zero lines are omitted. Statistically significant values at the 95% confidence level are shaded.
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Further analysis of their possible influence, which would

provide a better understanding of how changes in the

basic state affect the blocking frequency, is warranted.

It may be valuable to apply the analysis presented in

this study to NP blockings in climate models to assess

model deficiencies (Anstey et al. 2013; Dunn-Sigouin

and Son 2013; Davini and D’Andrea 2016; Davini et al.

2017).A preliminary analysis of a long-term climatemodel

simulation suggests that although the spatiotemporal dis-

tribution of simulated blocking frequency is comparable to

that of observations, the formation mechanism could be

somewhat different. The details will be reported in a

future study.

This study focuses on the rapid development of block-

ing, which is known to be an important source of errors in

the blocking prediction in medium-range weather fore-

casts (Tibaldi and Molteni 1990; Matsueda 2011). Thus,

our findings may also help to evaluated and improve the

blocking prediction in operational numerical weather

forecasts.
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APPENDIX

Rossby Wave Breaking Detection

The detection of wave breaking (B) is based on the

reversal of the meridional gradient of potential tem-

perature on the 2-PVU surface. The potential temper-

ature (u) gradient is evaluated with

B(l,u)5 un(l,u)2 us(l,u), (A1)

where un(l, u)5 2/Du
Ð

uo1158

uo
û(l, u) du and us(l, u)5

2/Du
Ð

uo

uo2158
û(l, u) du.

It is noted that un(l, u) is the potential temperature

integrated 158 to the north of a reference latitude uo.

Likewise, us(l, u) is the potential temperature inte-

grated 158 to the south of the same reference latitude.

Du is defined as 308. The hat operator denotes a running

average over a 158 longitude band. The B(l, u) is eval-

uated for uo within 408–708N and at each longitude l.

The direction of wave breaking (DB) is then evaluated

as follows:

DB(l,u)5 u(l2Dl,u)2 u(l1Dl,u) , (A2)

u(l,u)5
un(l,u)1 us(l,u)

2
. (A3)

A Dl of 2.58 is used to compute DB(l, u). The values of

B(l,u) andDB(l,u) are computed over a period of 12 h

centered on the blocking onset. Blocking highs then can

be classified into the three types of RWB (Masato

et al. 2013):

Cyclonic RWB: B(l,u). 0 and DB(l,u), 0,

Anticyclonic RWB: B(l,u). 0 and DB(l,u). 0 ,

Non-RWB:B(l,u), 0 everywhere:

These criteria are assessed over the longitude band from

108west to 108 east of blocking anomaly. Note that if two

types of RWB (anticyclonic and cyclonic RWB) are

found in the vicinity of the detected blocking, the type of

RWB is assessed with the DB index upstream of the

blocking.
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